
The Canon Law Firm Migliaccio, when being assigned by the task, will look 
after his customer through every stage until conclusion.

1. Legal Advice and Grounds for Annulment of  a Marriage at:
 

- the Ecclesiastical Courts of  First Instance;
- the Apostolic Courts of  the Roman Rota;
- the Court of  the Suprema Segnatura Apostolica.
 
2. Postulations for Beatification and Canonizations Causes.
 
3. Homologations of  Ecclesiastical sentences at the Suprema Segnatura 
Apostolica.
 
4. Recognitions of  Ecclesiastical sentences at the Court of  Appeal.
 
5. Nullity of  a Marriage for the Administrative Rite of  the “Rato e non 
Consumato”.
 
6. Privilege Paolino and Petrino.
 
7. Assistance to Italians resident in the USA who want to annul their canonical 
marriage both in the USA and in Italy.
 
We are furthermore specialized in the following services:

1.      Papers to Addition and change of  the surname and addition of  
feudal (nobility) predicate trough umpirage according to the 
international conventions of  New York;
2.     Heraldic Genealogical and nobiliary examinations sworn in Court;
3.     Advice and research to extract legalized genealogical “fili” 
(branches) and trees;
4.     Canonical genealogical reconstructions ex can. 108/83, that is 
recognized with sentence of  an ecclesiastical Court;
5.     Researches on papers party entitled lying estate ex art. 528cc, on 
the territory of  the Italian Republic;
6.     Research, examination and extraction of  documents in archives 
and public and private libraries;
7.     Research, examination and extraction of  documents in deeds of  
the Stato Civile;
8.     Historical and juridical thematic monographs;
9.     Examination of  nobility papers and “provanze” proves / proofs for 
the lawful Equestrian Orders;
10.  Logos, arms for Firms and related papers for the registration by the 
Chamber of  Commerce and the European Community;
11.  International Arbitrations for the acknowledgement of  nobility titles 
and heraldic fixtures;
12. We make and accept to order for heraldic illuminated and artistic 



drawings, illuminated drawings for genealogies and scientific proofs for 
the Ordine di Malta.

 

 
The Canon Law Firm Migliaccio is adherent to the Arbitral European Court.


